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Ripley Under Ground 2 Patricia
Labels aside, those who perpetrate or acquiesce to racial abuse are not confined to a single race, ethnicity or gender. Joe Gutierrez, the officer who pepper-sprayed Nazario, is a white Latino. An ...
Surveillance, Roombacops, White Rage, and the End of Empathy
The panicked commuters of Zhengzhou, China, could only stand on seats and cling to poles in a desperate attempt to keep their heads above the muddy torrent this past week, as floodwaters from ...
Amid summer of fire and floods, a moment of truth for climate action
Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) members across Western Canada have been busy for the better part of the past year doing their part to combat the COVID-19 pandemic and support Canadians at home.
3rd Canadian Division completes historic eight-month run of domestic operations
OzAurum Resources is one of Australia’s new gold explorers, launched earlier this year with well-established projects at one of Australia’s best gold addresses. In the past few months, drilling has ...
OzAurum drills in home of gold
Register now for classes at even more weird, fantasy schools. That is to say, grab the books while the summer reading season is underway.
HOOKED ON BOOKS: School’s out – I mean, far out
The 2020/2021 sports season in both Tippah and Benton County saw several instances of high-level athletes showcasing their talents, teams triumphing over unfavorable odds to see success, and ...
The Next Level: Catching up with Tippah/Benton alumni that made an impact after high school
A 13 Investigates analysis found that despite 90,257 backlogged cases, the 22 judges elected to oversee serious crimes held only 113 trials during the pandemic.
13 Investigates: Harris County district judges held just 113 trials during pandemic despite backlog
Forecasters are watching the second round of thunderstorms moving east across southeast Indiana, according to the National Weather Service.
Flash flood warning in Indiana as storms continue in Cincinnati and NKY
Reigns emerged from the main event of Money in the Bank with his title intact, and Edge and Rollins brawled to the back of Dickies Arena, both feeling the other had cost them the title. Reigns got on ...
WWE Money In The Bank results: John Cena returns, Big E and Nikki A.S.H. win briefcases
Deutsche Bank's investment banking arm lost market share across an array of key services in the second quarter, data from Dealogic shows, demonstrating the fragility of the recovery at Germany's ...
Deutsche Bank market share shrinks in some areas
Even Juanita MORE! chimed in calling for more stories of housing above Pine Street’s historic Grubstake Diner, which will be demolished and rebuilt as an eight-story housing development.
Eight-story condo overhaul of the Grubstake Diner wins approval
A new #construction project may rise on this vacant parcel near #Orlando's Lake Eola. Here's who's under contract to buy the property. #localbusiness #businessnews #land #construction @LakeEolaPark @T ...
Exclusive: EO Inn owner under contract to buy vacant property facing Lake Eola for new project
Stocks finished broadly higher Thursday, adding to the gains that helped the market close out its best first half of a year since the dotcom bubble.
Wall Street hits another record; energy stocks, banks gain
On Tuesday, July 20, organizations gathered press and politicians at the Headwaters of the Mississippi River in Itasca State Park to demonstrate the impacts of Line 3 to states downstream on the ...
Line 3 opposition tours ‘Misi-ziibi’ Headwaters amid drought, Enbridge declares project 70% finished
Providing Community and Care for San Jose’s Aging Adults, Sales Center for Belmont Village Senior Living Los Gatos To Open July 27th ...
Providing Community and Care for San Jose’s Aging Adults, Sales Center for Belmont Village Senior Living Los Gatos To Open July 27th
Some dedicated-purpose pool pump motors manufactured after July 19, 2021, will be impacted by a new U.S. Department of Energy Regulation – but that doesn’t mean policyholders will be. (Photo: ...
New energy-efficient standard affects pool pumps, but not policyholders...yet
Deutsche Bank's DBKGn.DE investment banking arm lost market share across an array of key services in the second quarter, data from Dealogic shows, demonstrating the fragility of the recovery at ...
GRAPHIC-Deutsche Bank market share shrinks in some areas
A recent tour highlights PS 62 in Rossville, which is able to produce all the energy it needs with solar panels, spin bikes and more.
Here’s how Staten Island’s ‘green’ school can be seen as a model for the future | In Class column
An EF-2 tornado was confirmed to have struck Barrie, Ont., Thursday afternoon, bringing considerable damage and causing several injuries.
PHOTOS: EF-2 tornado strikes Barrie amid powerful storms in Ontario
Kate Brown of Oregon told reporters at an emergency briefing on Tuesday, adding that climate change means dangerously large wildfires “are arriving earlier, coming on faster and lasting for longer.” ...
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